All organisations face risk with the need to identify the most important risks and how to manage them. Today’s climate of increasing threats from cybercrime, physical security and reputational risks means that it is more critical than ever to ensure the Senior Team are able to have a set of Key Risk Indicators which select the key risks and have excellent monitoring mechanisms in place. This Masterclass in Strategic Management of Key Risk Indicators will provide the theoretical context and practical approach to developing the Key Risk Indicators for your organisations. Once identified the participants will consider the best approach to managing these Indicators at a strategic level.

This workshop will be delivered in a facilitated style, with sessions led by the Workshop Leader but also practical workshop sessions to provide participants with experience of using the tools discussed. The workshop Leader will be experienced in Risk Management and a qualified trainer in the AXELOS / APMG Management of Risk (M_o_R®) qualification, thus enabling both the theoretical and practical to be explored. For any organisation to succeed it needs to understand where it is, where it wants to be and how to bridge the gap. Thus the starting point is a self-assessment of organisational maturity with relation to risk and then identification of targets for improvement.

Any workshop which requires an honest assessment of your organisational position is likely to uncover some less comfortable truths. It is a challenge to share these, even in a safe environment. No one will be forced to share things if they are not comfortable doing so. These do, however, provide the basis of identifying the best solutions to these challenges and participants will be supported both by the Workshop Leader and other participants. Usually you will find other organisations in similar positions. The more you put into the workshop the more you will gain.

### Templates for workshop exercises
- Workshop materials
- Follow up opportunity on line to ask questions of the workshop leader (not as far as consultancy)
- Follow up opportunity to undertake formal Risk Management training
- Take away risk maturity self-assessment
- Take away for your Organisation the key risks, status indicators, early warning indicators and responses

### WHY TO ATTEND?
- To gain a practical approach to identifying Key Risk Indicators
- To take away your own organizational approach to identification
- To have an opportunity to identify Key Risk Indicators for your Organisation
- To benchmark against other organisations attending the workshop
- To understand how to identify, monitor and control key strategic risks and their indicators
- To be able to improve the management of strategic risks in your Organisation through key risk indicators
PROGRAM AGENDA

DAY 1
* Risk and the organisational context
  - What are strategic risks?
  - Risk Maturity of your organisation
  - Risk identification context
  - Strategic Approach to Risk

All trainers are approved APMG Management of Risk Trainers, as well as being experienced project management professionals.

The use of hybrid trainer-consultants is a great benefit to delegates; it ensures illustrations and anecdotes have up-to-date validity and that training, whilst being true to the syllabus is also relevant to real-life project environments.

Stephen Wierzbicki, MBA
Principal, ABSC Solutions Ltd, UK
An experienced program/project implementation manager with 30 years of experience in the consulting industry working in various sectors leading, designing, managing and implementing customer focused change management programs & projects in operations and across supply chains both nationally and globally.

Focusing on delivering risk managed capabilities with defined benefit realization measured at the bottom line. Experienced across automotive, chemical process, utilities, financial services, manufacturing industries and defense in UK and Internationally.

His roles have included Portfolio, Program and Project management from board, management and delivering levels. He is an APMG International accredited trainer & practitioner in PRINCE2, MSP & M_o_R.

DAY 2
* Risk Management
  - How to select Key Risks
  - Actions to implement, monitor and control risks
  - Key Risk Indicators
  - Conclusions for your organisation

COURSE OUTCOME:
* Assessment of your organizational maturity level of risk management
* Identification of key strategic risks
* Assessment of key strategic risks
* Prioritisation of key strategic risks
* Identification of key strategic risk responses
* Identification of key strategic risk status indicators
* Identification of key strategic risk indicators

YOUR INVESTMENT:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participation Fee</th>
<th>GROUP SPECIAL DISCOUNT</th>
<th>3 Persons</th>
<th>4 Persons</th>
<th>More than 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1200</td>
<td></td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INCLUSIVE OF:
* Joining Instructions and Pre-course Study Guide
* MoR® Manual
* MoR® Course Materials
* Exams
* An APMG E-Certificate

PLUS:
* Interactive training
* Workbooks and examples
* Case studies
* Group work and assignments

HOW TO REGISTER:

📞 011 4552444  EXT. 222 / 223
📞 059 4135162 / 054 7429182
✉️ sst@alfac.edu.sa
🌐 http://www.alfac.edu.sa